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THESES OF DOCTORAL DISSERTATION 

Introduction 

A lot of papers have published in the topic of the difficulties in the area of physics education. 

It can be observed both in Hungary and in other countries that students find interesting only the 

experiments in the course of learning physics, while there is a great unconcern and turn-down 

towards problem solving that is based on the application of the learnt laws. It is a big problem, 

because without problem solving we cannot present to our students the essentials of physics: 

the results of computations based on the recognised and in mathematical form written laws are 

substantive which can be checked by experiments and measurements. This fact can be the 

ground of the practical application of physics in everyday life. Problem solving is often referred 

as ‘school of physical thinking’, therefore it is very important to dissolve students’ resistance 

towards problem solving and raise their interest. 

Bringing the problem solving into prominence is nowadays very important because of the fact 

that recently there are in Hungary two parallel curriculum framework of physics, and their 

opinion about problem solving are very different. In curriculum framework type-A we can read 

the followings: 

The expected ground level is getting acquainted with the topics are in the curriculum, 

interpreting the phenomena, being familiar with the technological applications so that students 

are able to know the score in the natural and technological environment around them. (…) The 

physics curriculum breaks up with the traditional, often autotelic, ‘for drilling’ computational 

problems. The curriculum asks computations only in that case, if making it is necessary for the 

deeper understanding of the material for learning, or the numerical values are interesting.   

The curriculum framework type-B declares for problem solving that way: 

In the course of learning the subject pupils can get acquainted with the systematic observation 

of the nature, performance experiments, plotting the results of experiments and observations 

on graphs, statement of qualitative connections in mathematical forms. The latter is essential 

pertain of teaching physics, as it is the secret of the five centenary ‘triumph’ of physics. 

If we teach physics as science, we have to follow the so called scientific method: observing the 

phenomenon, investigating the dependence of the phenomenon’s outcome on different 

quantities; making hypotheses and deriving predictions of them, carrying out experiments based 

on those predictions to determine whether the hypotheses were correct; writing of mathematical 

equations, placing the results in the system of the general knowledge; looking for opportunities 

of the new knowledge’s application in the everyday life. The scientific method need the pupil’s 

skill in problem solving. If we don’t steer this course in physics teaching, it can occur that our 

students have lot of ideas in physics but they have no unified knowledge in this area. 

According to my experiences the main reason of the rejection of problem solving is the fact that 

students find the problems too strange, it seems that they are very far from the everyday life. 

They can be motivating if we set more and more problems based on everyday situations beyond 

the traditional problems. In this method the direct experiments liked by students have to play 

an important role and also experiments which are shown on photos or video recordings. The 

close connection between the reality and the problem can be presented with the fact that the 

initial parameters of the problem are given by the data of the experimental setting or the 

measurable quantities found on the photo or video film. Problem solving doesn’t confine to the 

application of the properly laws and making computations, but goes back to the initial 
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experiment. In this case we have the opportunity to check the result with the help of the 

experimental setting. 

The difficulties of physics teaching in secondary school related to problem solving make a 

special challenge in higher education. The main part of the students enrolled in natural science 

and technological BSc-programmes does not have the proper knowledge and skills which could 

be a strong base for the start of higher education. Most of universities are forced to organise so 

called ‘close-up’ courses for the mentioned students. Developing the syllabus and methodology 

of the ‘close-up’ course is special task, the lecturer of the university has to know the learning 

material and the teaching practice of physics in the secondary schools as well. 

During my doctoral work I dealt with development of physics education’s methodology in 

primary and secondary school, and the ‘close-up’ course in BSc-level, especially in the area of 

setting and solving problems and connecting problem solving with the real world. 

 

Goals, applied methods 

In order to change the mentioned situation I propose to develop such teaching material which 

includes lots of problems based on a phenomenon or a performed experiment that investigates 

the phenomenon. There are more ways to make them: 

 We observe an experiment on the lesson or a workshop, take measurements, make 

computations with the help of the adequate laws and mathematical forms and, if it 

possible, check the results on the experimental setup. The investigation of the 

differences between the theoretical and practical results is an interesting task.  

 We take a photo about the phenomenon, it will be the base of the problem. In this case 

it is very important to make a proper description about the experimental situation, and 

we have to place on the picture a body whose real size is given. After we have written 

the equations and we start to solve them, we need the real initial values. Therefore we 

take measurements on the photo with the help of a ruler, a goniometer or (if we use a 

digital picture) a graphics editor program, and through using of proportions we can 

determine the needed initial values. One of the benefits of this method is that such 

problems are useable not only on the lessons but they can set as homework or as task 

on a test. Another benefit is that photos are suitable for the analysis of more complicated 

experiments that cannot be directly observed or which are difficult to investigate in a 

classroom. 

 If we want to analyse the phenomenon’s variation over time, we have the opportunity 

to make a video recording about it. If it is a digital film its analysis is not difficult. The 

film can be cut into frames with the help of a film editor program, we can make a collage 

composed of the mentioned frames, and therefore the phenomenon is observable and 

analysable. However, there are programmes which are suitable for direct analysis of the 

phenomenon seen on the film. During my work I used the Tracker Video Analysis and 

Modelling Tool which is suitable not only for observing and analysis of the phenomenon 

but, with the help of making kinematic or dynamic particle model, for the direct 

comparison of the model and the reality. If the conformance is not proper, we are able 

to make the model finer and more perfect, with help of it even taking measurements 
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(e.g. measuring the drag coefficient in the case of flying ping-pong ball). The 

application’s area of the method is similar which is described in the second point. 

I have applied the above mentioned methods from elementary to BSc-education. In my book 

for aged 13 I used especially the first method, but there can be found in it some problems 

based on photos. The reason is that pupils at this age have not enough education in 

mathematics and the syllabus of physics and mathematics are not harmonised, therefore the 

second and third method cannot be used in higher degree. 

In the secondary school education are all the three methods applicable. During my work I 

developed problems based on photo and video especially in the topic of mechanics and 

optics, and investigated the possibility of their application on lessons and workshops. My 

‘virtual laboratory’ problem collection consists of tasks form the whole area of physics. The 

goal was in that work to make a collection including problems suitable for homework and 

school test, or to give the opportunity for investigating such phenomena that cannot be 

carried out experimentally because of the absence of the suitable devices.  

The ‘closing up’ of the students, who have gap in their physics education, is difficult task 

in the first year of the BSc-education. It is difficult because of the short period of time and, 

however, the students have to concentrate on lot of things in their new life that results the 

sliver of their time and energy. Therefore the maintain of the motivation is just as important 

as the professional work. Most of pupils come to university without seeing experiments on 

secondary school physics lessons, lot of them complain that they have been prepared for the 

mathematics matriculation exam also on physics lessons. These students have the opinion 

that physics is a theoretical subject, according to my experience the connection between the 

reality and the subject is for them not obvious. Therefore I have to keep in mind during the 

leading the ‘close-up’ course the motivation, presentation of physics as experimental 

science and imparting the missing knowledge to students. I purpose the application of the 

mentioned methods in great degree both on ‘close-up’ course and on computational 

mechanics practice, and the investigation of the success through the students’ achievements 

and their direct feedback. 

Theses   

1. I have made a problem collection belonging to the physics curriculum for students 

aged 14-15. The collection consists of problems based on photos and videos. I have 

tested the problems with the help of enterprising colleges teaching classes with 

normal curriculum and classes specialized in physics. I have analysed the collected 

experiences and according to it I have modified, expanded the material of the 

problem collection.       

The problems help the introduction, understanding and application of the concepts are in 

the curriculum. During the composing and collection of the problems I considered of 

importance to show to students that the purpose of the problem solving is not the ‘autotelic’ 

practice of the learnt forms, but the creative application of the concepts and laws related to 

the phenomena. The computed results of the problems have close connection to the reality. 

The problems are based on the photos or video recordings taken about a phenomena or 

experimental setups. The settings method of the tasks brings the connection of the problem 

and the reality into prominence.  
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The structure of the problem collection fits the process of learning mechanics at this age. 

We find first the problems related to investigation of motions, including the uniform and 

uniform accelerated motion in a straight line, the projectile motion based on the principle 

of superposition, the uniform circular motion and the motion of a particular point of a rolling 

body. In these problems play the photos made with high exposure time an important role, 

because, known the real size of a body seen on the picture and the exposure time, we are 

able to determine the speed of a body moving linear and uniform or estimate the 

instantaneous velocity of a body in alternating motion.   

In the second chapter can be found the tasks related to dynamics (conversation of impulse, 

special laws of forces, e.g. static and kinetic friction, springs law, gravitational force, weight 

etc.). Similar to the used textbooks in this chapter get place the problems connected to 

equilibrium. Pupils have the opportunity to draw the force vectors and moment arms on the 

photos taken about a body in static equilibrium. This way pupils  can find out easier the 

requirements of equilibrium and answer the set questions with the help of measurement on 

the photo by a ruler. 

The third main chapter of the mechanics in the first year in secondary school is the area of 

work and energy. In the problem collection we find tasks related to conservation of energy 

or problems about loss of energy connecting with collisions.  

It is nice that the topic of fluids and gases comes back into the requirements of matriculation 

exam. When this problem collection was made this topic was learnt only by the classes 

specialized for physics, therefore at the request of the college I expanded the collection with 

problems related to fluids. Here are found mostly tasks connected to the U-tube, or the 

swimming of the bodies.  There are problems in the collection that give the opportunity to 

measure the density or the relative density of a body.  

The teachers and students who took part in the testing of the problem collection told their 

opinion in a questionnaire and I investigated the variation of the pupils’ achievement in the 

test writing over time. According to it can be said that with the help of photos and videos 

are the problems easily understandable, the application of these physics tasks brings the 

everyday practice into prominence. It is also an important experience that this problem 

solving method must be taught, even though if the student is interested in physics. The most 

difficult step is to recognise the fact that through measurement on the photo we can get in 

touch with the reality, which the photo was taken about. 

Publications related to the thesis: [1], [2], [4], [5], [7], [9] 

2. There are great difference and absence in the physics knowledge of the students 

coming from the secondary school. I have been leading at the Faculty of 

Engineering of the University of Pannonia so called ‘close up’ course for students 

with bare knowledge. I developed the syllabus of the course bringing the imparting 

of professional knowledge and the applications connecting them into prominence. 

Adjusting to the syllabus of the ‘close up’ course and of the computational practice 

related to the university lecture ‘Physics I’ I have expanded and modified the 

problem collection which I have successfully used in secondary school.  
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The ‘close up’ course ties close to the ‘Physics I’ lecture: on the ‘close up’ course I teach 

the subject-matter of the lecture a few days before the lecture’s day illustrating it with 

experiments and basic problems in secondary school level. The university lecture a few 

days later can build on the secondary school knowledge. It turned out according to the 

questionnaire connected to the entrance test that most of the students have not or just 

seldom seen experiments on physics lessons in secondary school. Therefore one of the 

‘close up’ course’s main role is to show the physics as experimental science, and to teach 

the most important concepts of the secondary school curriculum through phenomena and 

experiments. 

The problems based on phenomena have appeared both on the ‘close up’ course and the 

computational practice related to ‘Physics I’.  We solved beside the traditional tasks 1-2 

problems based on photo or video. I used them on the one hand in order to introduce new 

concepts and show why we need them (e.g. angular velocity, impulse), on the other hand 

to present the practical applications of learnt laws (e.g. estimation the loss of energy in a 

collision or analysing the accelerated elevator’s motion) 

I used the problem collection that I had successfully applied in secondary school education, 

but I have partly modified it in order to be suitable for university students as well. It goes 

especially for wording of problems and application of elements of higher mathematics. 

Secondary school students learn mechanics at age 14-15, at this age their knowledge of 

mathematics is poorer, and their competence in solving equations and drawing functions 

are lower. Students know more mathematics in the last year of secondary school and 

entered to the university, therefore in the problems can appear more difficult equations, 

and we have the opportunity to connect to the parallel studies in mathematics with the help 

of tangent to a curve or area under the curve.   

In the modification of the sections kinematics and dynamics get a main prominence the 

personal activity of the students yet in the setting of the problems. The main part of the 

problems are related to video records taken about a phenomenon. The films were partly 

made by me, partly collected from video sharing websites. The wording of the tasks shows 

it clearly that the data required for the solving of the problems can be get by analysis of the 

video with the help of the software. We used for the analysis the free downloadable Tracker 

Video Analysis and Modelling Tool to which I made a detailed description and user manual 

for my students. Beside the problems solved on the computational practices students had 

the opportunity to take films and analyse them themselves as additional task, and create 

adequate models to describe the phenomena seen on the films.  

At the end of the ‘close up’ course I asked the students about their opinion related to newsy 

problems and to the connection of video analysis and problem solving. Most of the 

students’ response was positive. 

Publications related to the thesis: [3] 

3. I have investigated the possibility of application of light emitting diodes (LED) in 

the secondary school and BSc education. I made computational problems related 

to the measurement of the relative luminous flux, I developed a method to measure 

the wavelength of the infrared light, and with one of my students we built a 
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stroboscope operating with LEDs, with that I made problems based on photos in 

the area of kinematics. 

As secondary school teacher I developed curriculum for workshops in the topic of 

investigation the working principles and possibility of applications of LEDs. We have 

compared the relative luminous flux of incandescent light bulbs, compact and LED light 

sources through measurements and related computations. The problems connecting to the 

measurements relate to the everyday life and raise issues on economic area as well. 

I developed a method of measurement the IR light’s wavelength for students similar to the 

‘subjective’ measurement’s way of visible light with the help of diffraction grating. As our 

eye is already insensible of these part of this wavelength domain, the diffraction pattern can 

be seen just with the help of the light sensible sensor of digital cameras. I described the 

method first to visible light, and then with slight modification I applied it to invisible light. 

This method ties close to the problems based on photos mentioned in the 1. thesis.  

The university students are also interested in the secondary school pupils’ problems 

connecting to LEDs. A mechatronics engineering student at the University of Pannonia 

made under my leadership a LED stroboscope as thesis work. The device have a proper 

enough bright light source and the frequency and duty cycle of the glint can be varieted. 

With the help of the device we are able to take strobe photos that are suitable for application 

in the secondary school or BSc education, e.g. for setting problems based on phenomena 

mentioned in the 1. thesis. I have placed these problems based on strobe photos in the 

problem collection described in the 1. section.              

Publications related to the thesis: [6] 

4. I have developed a virtual laboratory program which consists of tasks based on 

photos and videos taken about measuring setups. The user of the program can find 

the measured data either in attachment or they can get them through measurement 

on photos and videos as described in thesis 1. Using of virtual laboratory is 

reasonable in that case, if the teacher want to apply the virtual measurement to 

homework or task of a school test. The main goal of using virtual laboratory is to 

help students in practice the analysis of the measured data.     

In the frame of the tender TÁMOP-4.2.1.B-11/2/KMR-2011-0002 in organisation of the 

Faculty of Information Technology and Bionics of Pázmány Péter Catholic University a 

group of secondary school teachers developed an education program package for students 

preparing for university studies. As a member of this group I made a virtual laboratory 

program related to the measuring tasks of the high level matriculation exam in order to help 

students in practice of analysis of experimental data. Naturally, the virtual laboratory cannot 

and doesn’t want to replace the personal experiments and real measurements. Physics 

teaching needs them furthermore just like demonstration experiments. The purpose of 

virtual laboratory is bringing the methods of measuring data analysis (having main role in 

the physical thinking) into prominence and giving opportunity to practice it. The main 

difficulty of the latest is beside the absence of the experimental devices in schools the 

absence of time. Therefore choosing a task similar to the real measurement made on the 

lesson and set the data analysis as homework can be a solution of the absence of time. Are 

the experiments and measurements in right quantity on the physics lessons, then can be 
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allowed to set virtual measurement as school test. The tasks found in the virtual laboratory 

are also suitable for this purpose.   

The virtual laboratory presents the experiments that are similar to the measuring tasks on 

the high level matriculation exam, on photos and videos. The attached professional 

description gives help to the steps of data analysis with the revision of the laws connecting 

to the topic of the task. It also helps in systematization of measured data, plotting them on 

graphs, fitting curves to points etc. Beyond that it tones the interpretation of measurement 

failure and the estimation of accuracy. The possibility of virtual laboratory’s application 

was tested in educational environment. According to the opinion of the teacher tested the 

program the virtual laboratory has helped students in the learning of physics, and in the 

preparation for the measuring tasks on the high level matriculation exam.     

Publications related to the thesis: [7] 

5. I wrote a so called workbook for students aged 13. My main purpose was to give 

to pupils the opportunity to be active in every single minutes of the physics lesson, 

they must not take part on physics lessons as recipient. The curriculum is 

unrevealing through the continuous work (completing figures or the empty 

columns after a performed experiment or an investigation of a phenomena, finding 

the application of the learnt material). The compact revision of the curriculum for 

learning by heart can also be found in particular parts of the book. The book was 

used annually by 4000 students, until the laws have allowed it.   The feedback of 

the colleges who used the book are positive. 

 

The interest of the students aged 13-14 can be aroused and maintained if we regular perform 

experiments on the lessons. Besides the experimenting the most important task is at this 

age to lead the activity of students on the lessons and take them into the process of the 

knowing of nature. The later can be attained in a particular way, using a ‘workbook’. In 

assignment and with the help of the one-time ‘Hungarian National Textbook Publisher’ I 

wrote a textbook in 2009 that can help to achieve the active participation on the physics 

lessons. I was a member of a group consisted of teachers who wrote textbooks for several 

science subjects with the same structure, my responsibility was to write the physics book.  

The workbook has the particular propriety: while it explicitly marks out the process of the 

lesson and the way of the learning, the book will be completed through the work and 

activities made on the lessons. The well written workbook marks out the process of the 

learning with the help of the textbook writer and the teacher who takes the lessons and 

checks the inscriptions into the book. The book inspires the students to continuous listening 

and active participation on the lesson.  

The workbook form was typical in the 1970s and 80s in the senior section of Hungarian 

primary school education. I have investigated the workbooks used at that time and recalled 

my childhood memories, as I have learnt from them. In the old books were the tasks 

inspiring to active participation on the inner two third part of the pages, on the rest third 

part could be found the conclusions related to the tasks. The common tasks included lot of 

open end questions that could be answered in several ways. Therefore the teachers who 

took the lessons had to control continuously the inscriptions made by students to avoid that 
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pupils learn the wrong answers. The figures had no particular functions, they were in the 

most cases illustrations. The old workbooks could be used at worst without applying the 

inner two third part of pages.  

Through the forming of the new workbooks we aimed that pupils using the book must be 

active on the whole lesson. One section consists of 4 pages. The tasks that guarantee the 

pupils’ active participation can be found on the page 2-4. On the first page is the curriculum 

revised schematically, so this page cannot be used without the other 3. The written tasks 

into which the pupils must inscribe includes mostly incomplete sentences in order to 

decrease the possibility of the inscriptions of wrong answers and to help the work of the 

teachers. There are a lot of problems in the book in which pictures or uncompleted drawings 

have to be completed therefore the pictures and figures get their particular functions. 

In the textbook appear problems based on phenomena and experiments mentioned 

previously. They are naturally in such quantity and deepness that problems are in harmony 

with the mathematical knowledge at this age of pupils. 

 Publications related to the thesis: [8], [10] 

Conclusions, results 

I have clearly experienced during the long-lasting research and the testing of the teaching 

materials issued of the result of my doctoral work that problems based on phenomena and 

experiments can be important tools in physics teaching. With the help of them can achieved 

several goals: 

 we can show our students that physics describes the world around us, we can be 

able to arise and maintain the pupils’ interest toward the subject and the science; 

 we can prove them that the aim of using computational problems is not the autotelic 

practice of the learnt laws, but with the help of  problems we are able to describe a 

phenomenon and the result getting by computations is in close connection with the 

real world, it can be checked by experiments;  

 we can convince them that problems based on photos are also suitable for 

description of phenomena that are too quick or cannot be carried out 

experimentally in the classroom, however, they can be analysed with the help of a 

well-made photo; 

 we can show them that by using of the widespread digital cameras the variation of 

quantities over time can be well observed and therefore numerically determined, 

however, with the help of Tracker software the created theoretical model and the 

real procession of the phenomenon can be easily compered.    

I also have experienced during my doctoral work that the photos and videos used for 

teaching must have good quality: the images with high enough resolution can help the 

solution of the problem, in the opposite case the solution is difficult and the standard 

deviation of the results is too high. Analysing the photos or film frames with a photo editor 

program or the Tracker software we can easily get correct results, for achieving the same 

accuracy the images must be printed on paper in high quality.  

Although my textbook’s high sales its market share was only 10%.  The virtual laboratory 

was published by the Faculty of Information Technology and Bionics of Pázmány Péter 
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Catholic University on DVD, and it can be direct obtained on the faculty’s website: 

https://users.itk.ppke.hu/itk_dekani/files/fizika/TA/VL.htm. 

According to my plan I not only continue the research in this area but I try to publish the 

developed teaching materials in good printing quality. My goal is to make the opportunity 

to teachers and students to obtain the printed problem collection of problems based on 

phenomena and experiments. 
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